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OUR FORMULA

Use our 10 step formula for

appreciation that you can apply to

your event and content strategy.  

MARCH 2021

GIFT IDEAS FOR
REMOTE WORKERS

We've made a list of ideas that will

show your employees you really care.

EVENT REFRESH

Virtual events getting stale and

boring?  Reclaim these 3 roles to

hit reset on your gatherings.

MAKE  EMPLOYEE  APPREC IAT ION  DAY

INTERNAL COMMS PRO



This year, Employee appreciation is more

important than ever.  Your employees need

their second wind and a little appreciation

goes a long way.  This guide provides a formula

to get you started with the right ingredients to

make this day hit the spot.

MAKE  IT  SWEET .
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EMPLOYEE

APPRECIATION

DAY



APPRECIATION.

OUR FORMULA TO

CREATE THAT

FEELING.

This month we celebrate Employee

Appreciation Day, but in reality, every day your

employees should feel appreciated.  

Below is a 10-step formula to apply to your

events, content strategy, and yes, appreciation

events.  

Step 1:  Start with current feelings.  Take a pulse

survey or simply ask how your employees are

feeling.

Step 2:  How do they want to feel?  If it has been

cold and dreary outside, do they want to feel

light and sunny?  If so, consider using the color

yellow, light and airy images, and sunny

language in your event, gifts, or content.

Step 3:  Set an intention and theme.  What do

you want the outcome to be?  What does

success look like?  Setting a theme and

messaging that compliments your intent helps

employees get organized for what's to come in

their hearts and minds.

BY  SARA  JACKSON
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Step 4:  Build anticipation.  Use quick messages or

"trailers" to build excitement for what's to come.  This

helps you get more bang for your buck and extends

the event magic.

Step 5:  Pick the right delivery and channels.  Don't

just copy and paste the same info everywhere.  Craft

your messages for each segment of your audience.

Step 6:  Remind and repeat your intention over and

over through messaging and imagery.

Step 7:  Execute.  Wrap what you are executing in the

most beautiful "packaging" that will deliver the

feeling you intended.

Step 8:  Survey and learn.  Ask employees how they

felt after the event.  Gather testimonies.

Step 9:  Celebrate.  Relive the experience by sharing

photos and stories.

Step 10:  Measure.  What behaviors or sentiments

changed after the event?  What did you learn?  Don't

forget to communicate your success and findings to

leadership.



TOP 5 GIFT

IDEAS

1

A surprise day off.  Announce a day

in March or let them pick a day of

their choice.  Deliver the news via a

Jib Jab video with pictures of them

and their team for extra points.

2

Personalized gift.  If you know your

employee loves tropical-flavored

Skittles, 0.7 mechanical pencils, and

macarons, throw those in a box and

mail them with a handwritten card.

3
Donut and coffee delivery.  There

are many services that deliver right

to your door.  Include a note, "Donut

know what I'd do without you."

4

March madness party.  Employees

won't have to sneak and watch the

games.  Offer to buy beer and wings,

play hooky and go watch the games

in the office or at a bar.

5

Sugarwish.com - This simple and

easy site allows the employee to

pick their own sweet treat.  The

journey and presentation are

amazing.  (We do not receive

affiliate link whatever for this - we

just like it).
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HIT REFRESH

At this point, your employees could be zoning

out because they're "Zoomed out."  The virtual

event fatigue has set in causing internal

communicators to hit refresh on this new

channel.  Employees have little patience now

for poorly run virtual events.  

Below are several roles to reclaim when

planning your next gathering.  These roles will

turn tired, stale virtual events into organized,

meaningful gatherings.

Tip 1:  Designate a producer.  If you have in-

house expertise, consider tapping into an

employee that has a passion for production. 

 Getting a behind-the-scenes extra set of

hands can make all the difference when

switching between screens, playing music,

serving up polls, transitioning between

speakers, etc. 

3  ROLES  TO  RECLAIM  FOR  YOUR

NEXT  VIRTUAL  GATHERING

"PRODUCING AN

EVENT VERSUS

SPEAKING AT AN

EVENT IS DIFFERENT

FROM FACILITATING AN

EVENT."

2.  Hone your facilitation skills.  Producing an

event versus speaking at an event are different

skill sets than facilitating an event.  And

remember group size matters.  Facilitation

techniques will differ depending on your

group size.  The emotional dynamics change

from 5 to 10 to 20 to 50 and so on.  The

facilitator can work with the producer and the

team involved to execute the true feeling and

intent of the gathering.   

3.  Reset expectations.  Virtual events now

have chat features that foster engagement or

derail the event.  Jenni Field, Founder of

Redefining Communications, gives a great tip

on 3.3 episode of Internal Comms Pro:  The

Podcast, "Have someone moderate the chat."  

That way, the moderator can manage the chat,

field questions, direct people to information,

etc.  

Filling these three roles for your virtual events

will provide an organizing feeling for your

guests that will make them appreciative of

your attention to keep their attention.

"HAVE SOMEONE

MODERATE THE

CHAT" 
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~Jenni Field


